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- c Dec:. 1, 1963 Q 

Dear Sir, Naf ‘ . 

Undoubtedly your department is already plagued with 
a burdensome number of letters concerning the assicination of our 
President and the subsequent murder of Lee Oswald. Iam also 
convinced that you are well aware of the details involved in this case 
of such magnitude. However there is one item that I feel I must 
direct to someone in your department. 

From the first tape re-broadcast I noticed a seemingly 

obvious connection between two honkings of an automobile horn and the 
action which followed. The first honk of the horn came at the same 
moment that Lee Oswald appeared through the doorway. Mr. Ruby 
was to the far right. Beyond sight of Oswald's appearance? Then there 
was a second honk at which time Ruby made his move toward Oswald. 

I don't know if there are any connections among any of these 
incidents. However, I was prompted to make mention of them for 
several reasons. I found no mention of the honking horn in any 
newspaper reports, nor heard anything about it on any radio or TV 
accounts of the detailed description of the events. None of my friends . 
noticed what to me seemed so clear. Then too, Iam reminded of the © 
warnings that no information should go unreported, especially to 
the people who can do the most with the information. 

I hope this lengthy letter will be of s some e help. Ie 
_ not then may it serve as a word of thanks and encouragement for 
all the devoted work I know your department will do in solving Hen 
this shameful crime. 

roy. sincerely, os 
ve /4/ 976% /s/ ee as 

fer . Ruth Mohring fF, 
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